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1 Introduction

The proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) tech-
nology has drawn considerable attention during past two
decades and has potential for automotive applications due to
high energy density and low impact on environments [1, 2].
Nevertheless, commercialization of fuel cell vehicles still
depends on achieving higher volumetric power density and
specific power in order to compete with traditionally used
energy conversion devices [3]. Take the commercial 10.5 kW
stack from BALLARD® for example [4], the volumetric power
density is 1,323 W L–1 and specific power is 981 W kg–1.
However, the 2020 technical target of US Department of
Energy (DOE) for automotive fuel cell power systems operat-
ing on direct hydrogen is that volumetric power density and
specific power are 2,500 W L–1 and 2,000 W kg–1 for stack,
respectively [5]. Typically, the bipolar plates account for
approximately 80% of the stack volume and as much as 70%

of the stack weight [6]. Therefore, optimization the stack
architecture and usage of novel functional material to replace
bipolar plates are two efficient ways to improve the fuel cell
power density simultaneously.

In our previous work [7], a novel wave-like architecture
for PEMFC stack based on undulate membrane electrode
assembles (MEAs) and perforated bipolar plates were pre-
sented. Different from conventional plate-and-frame architec-
ture, the wave-like architecture increased active area and
achieved higher volumetric power density due to undulate
MEAs. Moreover, perforated sheet metal was used as bipolar
plates so that it could improve specific power. Simple flow
field was designed and perforated bipolar plates were fabri-
cated by stamping process. Besides, the MEAs with the pro-
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The novel architecture of wave-like proton exchange mem-
brane fuel cell (PEMFC) stack developed in our previous
work achieved peak volumetric power density and specific
power of 2,715.9 W L–1 and 2,157.9 W kg–1, respectively.
However, there still existed perforated bipolar plates and
the carbon fiber gas diffusion layer (GDL) was easy to cause
damage during the fabrication process of undulate mem-
brane electrode assembles (MEAs). In the present study, sin-
tered stainless steel fiber felt (SSSFF) was employed to work
as metallic GDL (MGDL) and bipolar plates simultaneously.
Compound membrane electrode assembles (CMEAs) with
serpentine and interdigitated flow channels were designed
and fabricated using stamping process. A single cell with

CMEA was assembled in house and the output performance
was evaluated systemically. The results indicated that the
peak volumetric power density and specific power of wave-
like PEMFC single with CMEA are 5,764.0 W L–1 and
4,693.5 W kg–1 respectively. This study achieved a signifi-
cant performance improvement due to the concept of CMEA
and may propose a possible means to meet the DOE’s 2020
technical target that volumetric power density is 2,500 W L–1

and specific power is 2,000 W kg–1 for stack.
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jected active area of 4 cm2 were hot pressed into undulate
shape. Experimental results indicated that the architecture
of wave-like PEMFC stack achieved peak volumetric
power density and specific power of 2,715.94 W L–1 and
2,157.86 W kg–1, respectively. However, perforated bipolar
plates still occupied weight and space, and the corrosion and
contact performance still needed to be improved. In addition,
the carbon fiber GDL was easy to cause damage during the
process of undulate MEAs fabrication and in turn influenced
the reactant transport and water removal [8].

Porous metal, enjoying similar microscopic morphology to
carbon paper, good mechanical properties, and electrical con-
ductivity, has shown great potential to make metallic GDL
(MGDL). Yuan et al. [9] reviewed the fabrication, characteri-
zation, and application of the porous metal material for
PEMFC applications, including metal foams, perforated met-
als, and porous metal sinters. The author concludes that the
porous metal has been proved to be a promising material for
PEMFC application although there are still many challenges.
In the aspect of metal foams, Kumar and Reddy [10] carried
out an experimental investigation to validate the feasibility of
treating metal foams as the gas flow fields in a PEMFC.
Results showed that the fuel cell with Ni–Cr metal foam
achieved highest performance due to the reduced permeabil-
ity of metal foams. Murphy et al. [11] utilized two types of
flat-sheet porous metals, i.e., the nickel foam and expanded
titanium, as the flow field materials. The stack achieved a
power density of 967 W kg–1 and 846 W L–1, and the authors
claimed that PEM fuel cell stacks with power densities over
1,500 W kg–1 and 1,200 W L–1 could be produced with further
refinement. In terms of perforated metals, Zhang et al. [12]
employed perforated copper foil as diffusion layer for
PEMFC and tested the performance in an operational fuel
cell. The experimental results showed that the MGDL pro-
vided improved water management and enhanced the per-
formance by increasing in-plane transport. Fushinobu et al.
[13] examined the feasibility of micromachined titanium thin
film as GDL for PEMFC. Through-hole diameter, through-
hole patterning, and the thin film thickness were investigated
to show the parameter dependence as well as the possible
high performance with design optimization. As to porous
metal sinters, Hottinen et al. [14] concentrated on evaluating
the applicability of titanium sinter that served as a gas diffu-
sion backing (GDB) in the PEMFC. The performance curves
showed that the titanium sinter produced poorer perfor-
mance than the carbon paper, probably because of the higher
contact resistance between the sinter and MEA. The authors
also simply discussed the possibility of directly using such a
metal-based sinter as gas diffusion paths in a free breathing
fuel cell. Tang et al. [15, 16] and Zhou et al. [17] adopted por-
ous copper fiber sintered felt as a novel porous flow field in
PEMFCs and catalyst support of methanol steam reformer for
hydrogen production. The characterization of porous copper
fiber sintered felts was evaluated by experiments and the per-
formance of PEMFC and methanol steam reforming micro-
reactor was also studied. In our previous work [18], the feasi-

bility of using sintered stainless steel fiber felt (SSSFF) as
GDL in PEMFCs was evaluated. The SSSFF was deposited
with an amorphous carbon (a-C) film by closed field unbal-
anced magnetron sputter ion plating (CFUBMSIP) to enhance
the corrosion resistance and reduce the contact resistance.
The characteristics of treated SSSFF, including microscopic
morphology, mechanical properties, electrical conductivity,
electrochemical behavior, and wettability characterization,
were systematically investigated and summarized according
to the requirements of GDL in PEMFC. Experimental results
show that the SSSFF with a-C coating is a promising candi-
date used as gas diffusion layer in PEM fuel cells to improve
fluid permeability of GDL under compression and PEMFC
durability.

As the continuation of the previous work [7, 18], the pres-
ent study adopts SSSFF to work as MGDL in wave-like
PEMFC stack as shown in Figure 1(a). The MGDL allows
direct and uniform access of the fuel and oxidant to the cata-
lyst layer, collects the current and removes heat and water
from the MEA. Moreover, the MGDL has good ductility so
that complicated flow field can be fabricated by stamping
process. Therefore, the conventional bipolar plates can be
eliminated and the MGDL can represent a mechanical rein-
forcement for the floppy membrane and the very thin active
layer. There is no conventional GDL-bipolar plate contact
interface so that the cell performance can be expected to be
improved due to the absence of voltage losses caused by con-
tact resistance. An a-C film is deposited to enhance the elec-
trochemical behavior and wettability characterization [19, 20].

a)

b)

Fig. 1 The architecture of wave-like PEMFC stack. (a) Schematic diagram
of the stack. (b) Schematic diagram of the CMEA.
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As shown in Figure 1(b), compound membrane electrode
assembles (CMEAs) composed of two MGDLs and a
catalyst-coated membrane (CCM) is fabricated using hot-
pressing process and flow channel is design and fabricated
using stamping process. A wave-like single cell with CMEA
is assembled in house and the output performance is eva-
luated systemically. Volumetric power density and specific
power of wave-like PEMFC with CMEA are achieved and
performance improvement is analyzed compared to previous
work.

2 Design and Experiments

2.1 Flow Field Design of CMEA

Flow field of CMEA was designed based on stamping pro-
cess which is low-cost and suitable for mass production.
According to the characters of stamping process, the flow
channels on both sides of CMEA are different: while interdi-
gitated flow field is stamped on one side of CMEA, serpen-
tine flow field is formed naturally on other side. As shown in
Figure 2(a), the end of the inlet flow channel represented by
solid arrows is closed and the outlet flow channel represented
by dotted arrows is open. A pressure difference between the
inlet flow channel and outlet channel is then formed. The
reactant gas is forced to penetrate into catalyst layer and
unreacted gas goes through to the adjacent exit passageways.
The interdigitated flow field requires higher pressure and
enhances reactant utilization. Hence, it is suitable for hydro-
gen flow channel. Figure 2(b) shows serpentine flow field in
which the reactant gas flows through MGDL and catalyst
layers by diffusion. The flow channels are connected in series
and the pressure drop is large. This type of flow filed is bene-
ficial to abstraction of water and is suitable for cathode flow

channel where the product water is produced. Reactants inlet
and outlet, seal gasket slots and location holes were designed
as well. The CMEA is 90 mm × 90 mm in size and the active
electrode area is 42.25 cm2 (65 mm × 65 mm). Fifteen flow
channels are used to distribute reactant gas uniformly on the
anode and cathode. The designed land width, channel width,
and channel depth of flow channels are 1.2, 2.4, and 0.5 mm,
respectively.

2.2 Fabrication of CMEA

SSSFF-15 has been demonstrated to have similar morphologi-
cal features to traditional carbon paper including porosity,
pore size, and fiber diameter, and better mechanical proper-
ties including compressive modulus, tensile modulus, and
ductility [18]. Therefore, a-C coated SSSFF-15 by CFUBMSIP
was adopted as MGDL and the parameters are listed in
Table 1. Nafion® 112 was employed as PEM to keep consis-
tent with previous work. Flow chart of fabrication process for
CMEA is shown in Figure 3. The MEAs with platinum load-
ing of 0.5 mg cm–2 for the anode and cathode as well as an
active electrode area of 42.25 cm2 (65 mm × 65 mm) were

a) b)

Fig. 2 Flow field design for stamped CMEA. (a) Anode side with interdigitated flow channels. (b) Cathode side with serpentine flow channels.

Table 1 Material characterization of a-C coated SSSFF-15 as MGDL [18].

Thickness (mm) 0.20

Porosity (%) 79.0
Gas permeability (mL mm cm–2 h–1 mmAq–1) 2,410.8
Young’s modulus (GPa) 8.0
Tensile strength (MPa) 153.6
Elongation (%) 14.1
In-plane resistivity (mX cm) 0.5
Through-plane resistivity (mX cm) 24.7
Corrosion current density (–0.1 V vs. SCE, bubbled with
hydrogen) (lA cm–2) 9.6
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fabricated with the help from WUT New Energy Co. Ltd. To
enhance the hydrophobicity of MGDL, fluorinated ethylene
propylene (FEP) solution was used for a-C coated SSSFF and
the final FEP content is 10% [21]. A mixed layer of FEP/C
(30% FEP + 70% Vulcan XC-72R from E-Tec, Inc., carbon
loading of 1 mg cm–2) was bonded upon wet-proofed SSSFF
GDL, which was used as anode and cathode GDB. A CCM
was fabricated by spraying the catalyst ink containing
40 wt.% Pt/C (E-Tec, Inc.), 5 wt.% Nafion® solution (Du Pont,
Inc.), and isopropyl alcohol on both sides of a pre-treated
Nafion® 212 membrane. The prepared CCM was then dried
at 70 °C prior to being assembled with wet-proofed SSSFF
[22]. Finally, a 5-layer CMEA was fabricated by hot-pressing
the pretreated a-C coated SSSFF GDL and CCM together at
120 °C under 8 MPa for 90 s [23].

Forming mold system was designed and machined by
milling process according to the flow field designed above.
Zwick/Roell universal testing machine was used for forming
process. The pressure head speed, forming force and real
forming depth are 0.5 mm min–1, 40 kN, and 0.508 mm,
respectively. Wave-like CMEA after stamping is shown in
Figure 4.

2.3 Single Cell Assembly and Tests

As shown in Figure 5, a self-developed single cell was de-
signed and fabricated in house using wave-like CMEA.
12.0 mm thick polycarbonate (PC) plates were applied as the
end plates and 2.0 mm thick brass plates were used as the
current collectors. Wave-like CMEAs, silicon seals and current
collectors were clamped between two end plates by eight M4
screw joints and each had an assembly torque of about 4 N m.

Performance of the single cell was evaluated by measuring
I–V curves using the NBT-100W fuel cell test system. The test-
ing experiments were carried out under scanning current
mode and the results were recorded after 1 h of stable opera-
tion. Stoichiometric ratio in anode and cathode was 1.2 and
2.0, respectively. Other parameters, including cell tempera-
ture, reactant humidification, and reactant pressure, were
varied and investigated systematically in the following sec-
tion. To investigate the lifetime performance, the single cell
was operated at a cell voltage of 0.6 V and current density
was recorded as a function of operating time.

Fig. 3 Flow chart of fabrication process for CMEA.

a) b)

Fig. 4 Wave-like CMEA after stamping. (a) Anode side. (b) Cathode side.

Fig. 5 Wave-like PEMFC single cell with CMEA.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Experimental Analysis of Operating Variables

For the conventional PEMFC [24, 25], the behavior of the
cell is mainly affected by the different operation parameters:
cell temperature (Tc), relative humidification of the reactant
streams (RH), and pressure of the reactants (P). Here, the
influence of Tc, RH, and P was also investigated to see
whether there was any difference between wave-like PEMFC
with CMEA and conventional PEMFC.
(i) The influence of cell temperature Tc

To investigate the influence of cell temperature, the anode
pressure (PH2

) and cathode pressure (PO2
) were set

0.3 MPa, and the reactants were fully humidified in both
anode and cathode. Figure 6 shows the polarization
curves at Tc = 40, 50, 60, 70, and 80 °C. Experimental
results indicate that an increase of operation temperature
leads to a better performance of the cell. This means that
the positive effect of temperature on the ionic conductiv-
ity of the membrane prevails over the concurrent negative
effect due to the reduction of the water content of the
membrane with temperature [25]. However, the differ-
ence between 70 and 80 °C is very small. The possible rea-
son is that the performance increase is weakened by the
increase of vapor partial pressure. Therefore, Tc = 70 °C is
selected to be the operation temperature for wave-like
PEMFC single cell.

(ii) The influence of reactant humidification RH
The effect of the reactant humidification on the cell perfor-
mance was investigated too. The runs were performed
with RHH2

= RHO2
= 60, 80, and 100% while Tc = 70 °C

and PH2
= PO2

= 0.3 MPa. As shown in Figure 7, the cell
performance is improved by the increase of reactant
humidification. This trend can be explained by the fact
that the ionic conductivity of PEM is closely related to
water content. The ionic conductivity can be improved
and the Ohmic polarization can be reduced when the

PEM is at saturated state, thus the cell performance can be
improved [25]. Therefore, RHH2

= RHO2
= 100% is pre-

ferred for wave-like PEMFC single cell.
(iii)The effect of reactant pressure P

A series of tests were also carried out to observe the effect
of the reactant pressure. The operating temperature Tc

was fixed at 70 °C and the relative humidification
RHH2

= RHO2
= 100%. The reactant pressures were varied

from 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 MPa, and the same pressure was
imposed on both the anode and the cathode. The polariza-
tion curves are shown in Figure 8. The performance
always improves when the operating pressure increases.
This is mainly because the increase of reactant pressure
can improve the hydrogen and oxygen diffusion capacity
through the electrode layer. Thereby, the concentration
loss can be reduced and cell performance can be
improved [25]. However, the increase of reactant pressure
must consume more pumping power. Therefore, reactant
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Fig. 6 The influence of cell temperature to wave-like PEMFC single cell
performance.
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Fig. 7 The influence of relative humidification to wave-like PEMFC single
cell performance.
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Fig. 8 The influence of reactants pressure to wave-like PEMFC single cell
performance.
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pressure of 0.3 MPa is selected considering the system
efficiency.

To sum up, the influence of operation parameters includ-
ing cell temperature, relative humidification, and reactant
pressure to the performance of wave-like PEMFC with CMEA
is similar to conventional plate-and-frame architecture
PEMFC. Operating variables with Tc = 70 °C, RHH2

= RHO2
=

100% and PH2
= PO2

= 0.3 MPa are chosen for performance
evaluation of wave-like PEMFC with CMEA.

3.2 Single Cell Performance Analysis

The performance of wave-like PEMFC single cell can be
evaluated by using polarization curves including the current
versus voltage (I–V) and current versus power (I–P) curves.
Figure 9 illustrates the polarization curves of the wave-like
single cell with CMEA. The open circuit voltage (OCV) of the
single cell is 987.2 mV. The peak power density of the
single cell is 1,049.8 mW cm–2 at a current density of
2,236.3 mA cm–2, while the power density is 908.4 mW cm–2

at 0.6 V. The peak power density of the single cell using
undulate MEAs and perforated bipolar plates in our previous
work is 560.5 mW cm–2 and the power density at 0.6 V is
434.1 mW cm–2 [7]. It is obvious that the cell performance is
greatly improved by the concept of CMEA.

According to electrochemical kinetics [24], the output cell
voltage Vc in a real running fuel cell can be expressed as fol-
lowing:

Vc � E � Vact � VOhm � Vconc (1)

where E is reversible OCV, Vact, VOhm, and Vconc are activa-
tion loss, Ohmic loss, and contrastration loss, respectively.

The activation loss arises from the need to move electrons
and to break and form chemical bonds in the anode and cath-
ode. It depends strongly on the operating temperature and
the reactants partial pressure. Compared to the operating
conditions, it can be concluded that the acitivation loss is not

the main factor to the performance variation. The perfor-
mance improvement can be explained by the following three
causes. Firstly, the SSSFF GDL has good ductility so that the
catalyst layer can still be well supported after stamping pro-
cess. While in the previous work, the wave-like MEA was hot
press by the rigid mould with channels, the carbon fiber may
be damaged and the catalyst layer can not be well protected.
Secondly, SSSFF GDL can work as GDL and bipolar plate
simultaneously, thus the interface of GDL and bipolar plate is
dismissed and the interfacial contact resistance is reduced
greatly. The Ohmic voltage VOhm is thus reduced correspond-
ingly. That is the possible reason that the I–V curve slope of
wave-like PEMFC stack with undulate MEAs and perforated
bipolar plates is larger than wave-like PEMFC stack with
CMEA. Finally, the perforated bipolar plate has lots of via
holes and the mass transfer performance is lower than SSSFF
which has similar microscopic morphology as carbon paper.
Therefore, the concentration voltage loss Vconc of wave-like
PEMFC stack with CMEA is lower than that with perforated
bipolar plates.

Figure 10 presents the output current density degradation
of the single cell during 100 h of continuous operation. The
degradation curves can be fitted by the least squares linear
regression [19]:

i�t� � a � bt (2)

where i stands for the current density (mA cm–2), t is the
operating time (h), a and b are constant determined by linear
regression.

Therefore, the performance degradation (PD) after 100 h
of continuous operation can be defined as:

PD � i�0� � i�100�
i�0� � 3�1� (3)

This degradation is mainly due to SSSFF GDL corrosion
which decreases the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte
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Fig. 9 The performance of wave-like PEMFC single cell with CMEA.
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Fig. 10 Lifetime performance of wave-like PEMFC single cell at a cell volt-
age of 0.6 V during 100 h of continuous operation.
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membrane and increases the charge transfer resistance. How-
ever, it is worthy that MEA itself also exits degradation
including membrane and catalyst layer decay [18]. Anyway,
great efforts should still be made to improve anticorrosion
performance of MGDL by optimizing CFUBMSIP process in
future.

3.3 Volumetric Power Density and Specific Power Analysis

High volumetric power density and specific power are
required for PEMFCs to compete with traditionally used
energy conversion devices. Volumetric power density and
specific power of the single cell with CMEA are calculated
using a CMEA-seal unit which is 9.45 g in weight and
0.95 mm in thickness after assembly. As presented in Fig-
ure 11 and Figure 12, the peak volumetric power density and
specific power are 5,764.0 W L–1 and 4,693.5 W kg–1, respec-
tively. Besides, the volumetric power density and specific
power at 0.6 V are 4,987.6 W L–1 and 4,061.4 W kg–1. The
peak volumetric power density and specific power of single

cell with CMEA are 2.12 and 2.17 times than that with undu-
late MEA and perforated bipolar plates in our previous work
[7]. It should be pointed out that the volumetric power den-
sity and specific power would be lower when considering the
contributions of the end plates and bolts. However, this effect
can be compensated by increasing the number of cells and
enlarging the flow field area. As a result, wave-like PEMFC
with CMEA fabricated by stamping process might be a feasi-
ble approach to meet the DOE target that the stack volumetric
power density is 2,500 W L–1 and the stack specific power is
2,000 W kg–1 for automotive fuel cell power systems operat-
ing on direct hydrogen [5].

4 Conclusion

As the continuation of the previous work, this study
employed SSSFF to work as MGDL in wave-like PEMFC
stack. The SSSFF-15 with similar microscopic morphology,
good mechanical properties, and electrical conductivity was
adopted to take into account the role of conventional GDL
and bipolar plates simultaneously. An a-C film was deposited
to enhance the electrochemical behavior and wettability char-
acterization. CMEAs with serpentine and interdigitated flow
channels were design and fabricated using stamping process.
A single cell with CMEA was assembled in house and the
influence of operating variables was investigated systemi-
cally. The peak power density of the single cell was
1,049.8 mW cm–2 at a current density of 2,236.3 mA cm–2,
while the power density was 908.4 mW cm–2 at 0.6 V. The
peak power density of the single cell in our previous work
was 560.5 mW cm–2 and the power density at 0.6 V was
434.1 mW cm–2. Besides, the results indicated that the peak
volumetric power density and specific power of wave-like
PEMFC single cell with CMEA are 5,764.0 W L–1 and
4,693.5 W kg–1, respectively, which are 2.12 and 2.17 times
higher than that with undulate MEA and perforated bipolar
plates in our previous work. This study achieved a significant
performance improvement due to the concept of CMEA and
may propose a possible means to meet the DOE’s 2020 techni-
cal target that volumetric power density is 2,500 W L–1 and
specific power is 2,000 W kg–1 for stack. However, challenges
in anticorrosion of MGDL, electrode connection and cooling
channel remain the focus of ongoing efforts and future work.
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